Bot Insight:
Your Bots Have a Story to Tell.

Bot Insight is the only embedded analytics platform, designed
specifically for RPA, which provides Business and Operational Data,
in automatic dashboards, without any integration.

®

Go be great.

®

YOUR BOTS AREN’T JUST WORKING
TIRELESSLY TO GET THINGS DONE.
They’re collecting data. And that data tells you stories.
Automation Anywhere® software robots (bots) automatically capture data
on every business process they touch.

How consistent is our cash flow?

How long does it take to onboard a new employee?

How many inventory turns did we do last month?

We’re cash-rich because our new product has taken off.

We need to accelerate recruiting to stay on top of our
development plans.

We must boost production to keep up with demand.

How many invoices were paid this quarter?

How many past-due accounts do we have now?

GET INSIGHT INTO THE HEART OF YOUR BUSINESS
Productivity: It takes 2.5 FTE hours to process a P.O.
Efficiency: We can process 1,000 invoices a day
Cost: We reduced production costs by 30% last quarter
Revenue: Our new service offering is our most profitable

“Bot Insight gathers
and logs any tagged
data... with no
need to consider
prebuilt models,
schemas, or other
systems. Dashboards
are created
automatically
using the results of
the data profiled.
These can be used
to drill down for
further analysis and
insights into the data
presented.”
— Maureen Fleming
IDC

“Bot Insight covers
the entire spectrum
of work, from
data gathering to
visualization, thus
eliminating the
burden on IT for
logging, tagging,
and visualizing data
and, in turn, greatly
reducing cost and
time to value.”
— Nancy Jamison
Frost and Sullivan

See real-time customer data such as mortgages processed by martial status or by type of
mortgage such as fixed or variable.

®

GET REAL TRANSPARENCY INTO HOW YOUR BOTS ARE PERFORMING
Bot Insight helps you effortlessly monitor and manage your digital workforce

Bot Heartbeat

Most Valuable Bot

Bot Failure Reasons

Bot Insight arms you with our “Center of Excellence” (CoE) dashboard that tracks the ROI of your RPA
investments by process or department.

Hours Saved

Dollars Saved

FTE Saved

Once you deploy Bot Insight in your department you will instantly see the value of your RPA. Other departments
will be lining up to deploy RPA.
By applying analytics to that data, you get to hear extraordinary stories about your business. And with Automation
Anywhere’s Bot Insight™, you can hear—and act upon—these stories.
Bot Insight’s embedded analytics give you real-time answers that are always up-to-the-minute fresh.

CoE dashboard visually displays ROI by department or process.

®

BOT INSIGHT KNOWS YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION STORY
Each Step in the RPA Journey has Unique Challenges
TRANSFORM

50+ Bots

SCALE

26-50 Bots

START

0-25

• Generate any dashboard on
any automation on day 1

• Use automatic CoE
Dashboard to win supporters

• Get actionable, real-time
intelligence

• Calculate ROI in terms of
hours, dollars, FTE, bot,
department, or process

• Get insights into which
parts of the RPA program
are working

• Automatically summarize
project value

• See the performance of an
entire process automatically
in a CoE Dashboard
• See the ROI of the entire
program over time
• Compare your performance
against industry benchmarks
• Answer questions on the fly
in meetings using the App

• Leverage both operational
and business intelligence

• Share real-time data using
the Automation Anywhere
Mobile app

GET EVERYONE ON THE SAME PAGE
Speed up your digital transformation journey with Bot Insight
•

Only embedded analytics
designed for RPA

•

Business and Operational Data

•

Automatically in dashboards

•

Automatic ROI in the
CoE dashboard

•

No Integration

If you are serious about RPA, you need Bot Insight.

About Automation Anywhere
Automation Anywhere empowers people whose ideas, thought and focus make the companies they work for great. We deliver the world’s most
sophisticated Digital Workforce platform making work more human by automating business processes and liberating people.

Call 1-888-484-3535 or visit www.AutomationAnywhere.com to schedule a live demo.
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